CENTRE FOR MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES PALA CAMPUS
Arunapuram P.O., Pala 686 574, Kerala
Phone/Fax: 04822-216 317
E-mail: cmspala@gmail.com; Website: cmskerala.org

POSITIONS OPEN

Full Professor (1), Assistant Professor (3), Liaison Officer (1). Salaries as per DST, Delhi norms. Minimum qualification for faculty positions is Ph.D. in Mathematics/Statistics/Mathematical Physics with significant publications; and for Liaison Officer (M.Sc. in Mathematical Sciences, pleasant personality, communicative skill, proficiency in English plus at least two other languages). Apply on plain paper with full CV to cmspala@gmail.com with a copy to mathai@math.mcgill.ca and then mail reprints of the best five publications to Centre for Mathematical Sciences Pala Campus, Arunapuram P.O., Pala 686 574, Kerala. No closing date, next selection meeting around the middle of October 2007.

RESEARCH SCIENTISTS POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN INDIA

A reputed Research Laboratory operating in the Public–Private Partnership mode in a well-known University in South India is looking for talented scientists with very good track records. Areas include (a) Life Sciences (Experimental Biology and Bioinformatics work focused on human diseases and drugs, including advanced detection/diagnostics techniques) and (b) Information Sciences (Language Technologies and Knowledge Discovery, Wireless Communications, and Network Security), and interdisciplinary approaches are strongly favoured. The Laboratory combines Academic Research (guiding students towards research degrees) with Industrial R&D (generating patents, technologies and products), and scientists are encouraged and supported to commercialize their R&D output on a generous revenue-sharing basis. The laboratory’s non-hierarchical organizational structure and informal academic/intellectual environment are best suited for independent researchers who want to pursue long-term R&D programs. Backed by a visionary global entrepreneur and investor, the laboratory is a part of an innovation eco-system aimed at creation of research-based IPs (Intellectual Properties) in an Indian academic environment and their commercial exploitation within the ambit of a transparent revenue-sharing framework. Scientists and Engineers with Ph.D. degree or equivalent research background, either in their early-stage or mid-stage career, may write for more details to tigerclaw46@gmail.com